The Linked Open Data (LOD) is a major milestone towards realizing the Semantic Web vision, and can enable applications such as robust Question Answering (QA) systems that can answer queries requiring multiple, disparate information sources. However, realizing these applications requires relationships at both the schema and instance level, but currently the LOD only provides relationships for the latter. To address this limitation, we present a solution for automatically finding schema-level links between two LOD ontologies -in the sense of ontology alignment. Our solution, called BLOOMS+, extends our previous solution (i.e. BLOOMS) in two significant ways. BLOOMS+ 1) uses a more sophisticated metric to determine which classes between two ontologies to align, and 2) considers contextual information to further support (or reject) an alignment. We present a comprehensive evaluation of our solution using schema-level mappings from LOD ontologies to Proton (an upper level ontology) -created manually by human experts for a real world application called FactForge. We show that our solution performed well on this task. We also show that our solution significantly outperformed existing ontology alignment solutions (including our previously published work on BLOOMS) on this same task.
Introduction
The Linked Open Data (LOD) is a major milestone towards realizing the Semantic Web vision. A key differentiator of LOD from previous approaches is that data providers are actually creating links across these data sets, which has led to a number of innovative applications spanning multiple, disparate information sources [1] . One missing facet of LOD so far is that these ever-growing ontologies are linked to each other mainly at the instance-level. There are very few schema-level linkages -i.e. links between class hierarchies such as rdfs:subClassOf relations.
A number of researchers [2] [3] [4] 4 (including some of the co-authors of this paper) have argued that without schema-level linkages the LOD cloud will not have semanticenough information to enable more ambitious, reasoning-based applications of Semantic Web such as Question Answering and Agent-based information brokering. Existing efforts to develop these types of applications primarily utilize manually created schemalevel links between LOD ontologies. For example, FactForge enables querying across various LOD ontologies, and utilizes manually developed schema-level mappings of LOD ontologies to an upper level ontology called Proton [5] .
We believe that manual creation of schema-level mappings across LOD ontologies is not a viable solution given the size of the LOD and the rate at which it is growing. A more automated solution is needed in order for applications such as FactForge to effectively scale to (and keep up with) the size of LOD. To this effect, we previously introduced a solution -called Bootstrapping-based Linked Open Data Ontology Matching System (BLOOMS) [3] -for automatically finding schema-level links between LOD ontologies. Our previous solution performed well on this task compared to existing solution such as [6] [7] [8] [9] , but there is significant room for improvement.
In this paper, we present a solution -called BLOOMS+ -which extends our previous solution in two significant ways. BLOOMS+ 1) uses a more sophisticated metric to determine which classes between two ontologies to align, and 2) considers contextual information to further support (or reject) an alignment. We present a comprehensive evaluation of BLOOMS+ using schema-level mappings from various LOD ontologies to Proton -created manually by human experts for FactForge -and show that BLOOM+ performed well on this task. We also compare BLOOMS+ to existing ontology alignment solutions (including our previously published work on BLOOMS) on this same task, and show that BLOOMS+ outperformed these solutions. Finally, we present an ablation study, which shows why BLOOMS+ performed well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe the knowledge requirements for BLOOMS+, and why we selected Wikipedia to satisfy these requirements. We then present the BLOOMS+ approach, followed by a comprehensive evaluation of BLOOMS+ and existing solutions. Finally, we present related works along with conclusions and future work.
Knowledge Requirements
BLOOMS+ requires a knowledge source to align two ontologies. The minimum requirements for this knowledge source are:
1. The knowledge source is organized as a class hierarchy where links between classes in this hierarchy capture super and subclass relationships. 2. The knowledge source covers a wide range of concepts and domains, so it can be widely applicable -especially given the wide range of domains covered by the LOD Cloud.
Many knowledge sources -such as WordNet [10] , FrameNet [11] , SNOMED [12] , etc. -satisfy the first requirement, but they fail to satisfy the second. For example, many classes in WordNet and FrameNet are very generic, and hence may have limited utility when aligning domain specfic LOD schemas such as Music and Census. SNOMED, on the other hand, captures classes specific to the medical domain, and can be useful for aligning life science LOD schemas. However, it will have limited utility in aligning LOD schemas outside of life science. BLOOMS+ uses Wikipedia -in particular the category hierarchy in Wikipedia. Although the Wikipedia category hierarchy is not a formal class hierarchy, it still reflects a taxonomy structure. Wikipedia categories roughly correspond to classes in a class hierarchy, and the super and subcategory relationships between these categories roughly correspond to super and subclass relationships. Wikipedia also covers a wide range of categories (and hence classes) -over 10 million categories -across many domains, which satisfies the second requirement. Moreover, our previous research [3] has shown that the Wikipedia category hierarchy is effective in aligning LOD schemas.
3 Approach BLOOMS+ aligns two ontologies through the following steps. BLOOMS+ first uses Wikipedia to construct a set of category hierarchy trees for each class in the source and target ontologies. BLOOMS+ then determines which classes to align by extending BLOOMS in two significant ways. BLOOMS+ 1) uses a more sophisticated measure to compute the similarity between source and target classes based on their category hierarchy trees; and 2) computes the contextual similarity between these classes to further support (or reject) an alignment. Finally, BLOOMS+ aligns classes with high similarity based on the class and contextual similarity.
Construct BLOOMS+ Forest
BLOOMS+ constructs a set of category hierarchy trees -we call a BLOOMS+ Forest F -for each class C from the source and target ontologies. For each C, BLOOMS+ tokenizes (and stems) the name of C, and removes stop words from the name. BLOOMS+ uses the resulting terms as a search string to retrieve relevant Wikipedia pages using Wikipedia search web service. 5 BLOOMS+ treats each page as a possible sense s i of C and constructs a category hierarchy tree -we call a BLOOMS+ tree T ifor s i via the following steps.
1. The root of the tree is s i . 2. The immediate children of s i are all Wikipedia categories that s i belongs to. 3. Each subsequent level includes all unique, direct super categories of the categories at the current level.
BLOOMS+ imposes a limit on the depth of the tree being constructed, and defaults this limit to 4. Based on empirical observation depths beyond 4 typically include very general categories (e.g. "Humanities"), which are not useful for alignment. The resulting tree is then added to F .
Compute Class Similarity
BLOOMS+ compares each class C in the source ontology with each class D in the target ontology to determine their similarity. This is done by comparing each T i ∈ F C with each T j ∈ F D where F C and F D are the BLOOMS+ forests for C and D Table 1 . Common nodes between the two trees in Figure 1 , and their depth. The first column gives the common nodes between the two trees rooted at Record Label and Music Industry. The second column gives the depth (the distance from root) of these nodes in the BLOOMS+ tree rooted at Record Label -i.e. the source tree. respectively. For each source tree T i , BLOOMS+ determines its overlap with the target tree T j .
However, simply counting the number of common nodes -the approach used by BLOOMS -is insufficient for the following reasons:
-Common nodes that appear deeper in the tree are more generic (and hence less discriminative). They can appear in many BLOOMS+ trees, which can result in false alignments. These nodes should be given less importance when computing the overlap between two trees (and hence the similarity between two classes). -A large tree can be unfairly penalized because it must have more nodes in common with another tree in order to have a high similarity score. Hence, we need to avoid bias against large trees when computing the overlap.
To address these issues, BLOOMS+ uses the following equation to compute the overlap between two BLOOMS+ trees (and hence the similarity of their corresponding classes).
where n ∈ T i ∩ T j are the common nodes between the source and target tree; and d(n) is the depth of a common node n in T i . The exponentiation of the inverse depth of a common node gives less importance to the node if it is generic, and the log of the tree size avoids bias against large trees. This equation ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 where 0.0 indicates no similarity and 1.0 indicates maximum similarity. For example, let's assume BLOOMS+ needs to determine whether to align the source class RecordLabel from DBpedia with the target class MusicCompany from Proton. BLOOMS+ first constructs the BLOOMS+ forests for RecordLabel and Mu-sicCompany, and Figure 1 shows a BLOOMS+ tree from each forest. BLOOMS+ then identifies the common nodes between these trees, and the depth of these nodes in the tree for the source class (see Table 1 ). Finally, the class similarity (see above equation) between RecordLabel and MusicCompany w.r.t the two BLOOMS+ trees in Figure 1 is 0.79. 
Compute Contextual Similarity
BLOOMS+ computes the contextual similarity between a source C and target D class to further determine whether these classes should be aligned. A good source of contextual information is the superclasses of C and D from their respective ontologies. If these superclasses agree with each other, then the alignment between C and D is further supported and hence should be given more preference. Otherwise, the alignment should be penalized. For example, the class Jaguar might be aligned to the class Cat, which seems like a reasonable alignment. However, if Jaguar has superclasses such as Car and Vehicle, and Cat has superclasses such as Feline and Mammal, then the alignment should be penalized because its contextual similarity is low. BLOOMS+ implements the intuition above in the following way. For each pairwise class comparison (C, D), BLOOMS+ retrieves all superclasses of C and D up to a specified level, which BLOOMS+ defaults to 2. The two sets of superclasses -we'll refer to as N (C) and N (D) -are the neighborhoods of C and D respectively.
For each BLOOMS+ tree pair (T i , T j ) between C and D, BLOOMS+ determines the number of superclasses in N (C) and N (D) that are supported by T i and T j respectively. A superclass c ∈ N (C) is supported by T i if either of the following conditions are satisfied:
-The name of c matches a node in T i . 6 -The Wikipedia article (or article category) corresponding to c -based on a Wikipedia search web service call using the name of c -matches a node in T i .
The same applies for a superclass d ∈ N (D). BLOOMS+ computes the overall contextual similarity between C and D with respect to T i and T j using the harmonic mean, which is instantiated as:
where R C (and R D ) are the fraction of superclasses in N (C) (and N (D)) supported by T i (and T j ). We chose the harmonic mean to emphasize superclass neighborhoods that are not well supported (and hence should significantly lower the overall contextual similarity).
Returning to our example, BLOOMS+ needs to compute the contextual similarity for RecordLabel and MusicCompany. Assuming a level of 2, the neighborhood of RecordLabel includes the DBpedia superclasses of Company and Organization. Both superclasses are supported by the BLOOMS+ tree for RecordLabel (see Figure 1 left) , so R RecordLabel is 2 2 . Similarly, the neighborhood of MusicCompany includes the Proton superclasses of CommercialOrganization and Organization. Both superclasses are supported by the BLOOMS+ tree for MusicCompany (see Figure 1 right), so R M usicCompany is also 2 2 . Finally, the overall contextual similarity (see above equation) is 1.0, so BLOOMS+ should give more preference to this alignment.
Compute Overall Similarity
BLOOMS+ computes the overall similarity between classes C and D w.r.t. BLOOMS+ trees T i and T j by taking the weighted average of the class (see Section 3.2) and contextual (see Section 3.3) similarity.
where α and β are weights for the concept and contextual similarity respectively. BLOOMS+ defaults both α and β to 1.0 to give equal importance to each component. BLOOMS+ then selects the tree pair (T i , T j ) ∈ F C × F D with the highest overall similarity score and if this score is greater than the alignment threshold H A , then BLOOMS+ will establish a link between C and D. The type of link is determined as follows:
-Otherwise, BLOOMS+ sets D rdfs:subClassOf C.
Returning to our running example, the overall similarity score between RecordLabel and MusicCompany is 0.895 (i.e. 0.79+1.0 2 ), and BLOOMS+ will establish a link between these classes -assuming the alignment threshold is 0.5. Finally, BLOOMS+ sets 
Evaluation
We evaluated the following claims to show that our approach (i.e. BLOOMS+) is effective for ontology alignment over LOD schemas.
Claim 1: BLOOMS+ can outperform state-of-the-art solutions on the task of aligning LOD ontologies. Claim 2: BLOOMS+ performs well because it accounts for two critical factors when computing the similarity between two classes -1) the importance of common nodes between the BLOOMS+ trees of the two classes, and 2) bias against large trees. Claim 3: The performance of BLOOMS+ can be further improved by using contextual information.
Data Set
We used a real world data set for our evaluation. This data set contains schema-level mappings from three LOD ontologies to Proton -an upper level ontology, with over 300 classes and 100 properties, designed to support applications such as semantic annotation, indexing, and search [13] . The three LOD ontologies include:
-DBpedia: 7 The RDF version of Wikipedia, created manually from Wikipedia article infoboxes. DBpedia consists of 259 classes ranging from general classes (e.g. Event) to domain specific ones (e.g. Protein). -Freebase: 8 A large collection of structured data collected from multiple sources such as Wikipedia, Chefmoz, and MusicBrainz. Freebase consists of over 5 million topics and entities, classified into a class hierarchy. -Geonames: 9 A geographic data set with over 6 million locations of interest, which are classified into 11 different classes.
These mappings were systematically created by Knowledge Engineers (KEs) [5] at OntoText for a real world application called FactForge 10 , which enables SPARQL query over the LOD cloud. The KEs created these mappings -i.e. equivalence and subclass relationships between LOD and Proton classes -based on the definition of the classes and their usage. A total of 544 mappings were created from the three LOD ontologies to Proton (373 for DBpedia, 21 for Geonames, and 150 for Freebase). Table 2 shows examples of these mappings.
These mappings provide a good gold standard for our evaluation because:
-The mappings were created by an independent source for a real world use caseunlike existing benchmarks which were created primarily for evaluation purposes. Hence, these mappings reflect the types of relationship that are needed in practice.
-The mappings were created by knowledge engineers through a systematic process [5] and hence are of high quality.
-The mappings cover a diverse set of LOD ontologies. For example, DBpedia and Freebase cover diverse domains such as entertainment, sports, and politics. While Geonames covers only geographic information.
Experimental Setup
To evaluate Claim 1, we measured the precision and recall of the mappings -from the three LOD ontologies to Proton -generated by BLOOMS+. To obtain these measures, we applied BLOOMS+ to each LOD-Proton ontology pair to generate mappings whose overall similarity exceeded an alignment threshold of 0.85 (see Section 3.4). We defined this threshold by systematically analyzing which threshold level produced the best f-measure score. We then compared the resulting mappings for each LOD-Proton ontology pair to their respective gold standard, and said that a mapping between two classes is correct if the gold standard also established a mapping between these two classes using the same relationship -i.e. equivalence or subclass. Finally, we defined precision as the number of correct mappings over the total number of mappings generated by BLOOMS+, and recall as the number of correct mappings over all mappings in the gold standard.
We also compared the performance of BLOOMS+ to existing solutions that performed well for LOD ontology alignment, as reported in [3] . These solutions include:
-BLOOMS: This is the solution that BLOOMS+ extends [3] .
-S-Match: This solution utilizes three matching algorithms -basic, minimal, and structure preserving -to establish mappings between the classes of two ontologies [6] . -AROMA: This solution utilizes the association rule mining paradigm to discover equivalence and subclass relationships between the classes of two ontologies [7] .
To ensure a fair comparison, we used the above methodology to measure precision and recall for each solution, and to define the alignment threshold. The best alignment threshold for BLOOMS is 0.6. The performance of AROMA was not affected by the alignment threshold. It had identical performance for all threshold levels between 0.1 to 1.0. S-Match does not support an alignment threshold. Instead, it returns two sets of mappings -1) a minimal set and 2) a complete set, which can be derived from the minimal one. We report both sets in our evaluation.
To evaluate Claims 2 and 3, we created a version of BLOOMS+ without contextual information -we call BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT. The only difference between BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT and BLOOMS is the measure used to compute the similarity between two classes (and hence allows us to evaluate Claim 2). The only difference between BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT and BLOOMS+ is the use of contextual information (and hence allows us to evaluate Claim 3). We used the above methodology to measure precision and recall for BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT, and we set the alignment threshold to 0.85. The evaluation components related to this work are available for download on BLOOMS+ project page. 11 Table 3 . Results for various solutions on the task of aligning LOD schemas to PROTON. Legend: S-Match-M=Result of S-Match Minimal Set, S-Match-C=Result of S-Match Complete Set, Prec=Precision, Rec=Recall, F=F-Measure PRO=PROTON Ontology, FB=Freebase Ontology, DB=DBpedia Ontology, GEO=Geonames Ontology Table 3 shows the results for all solutions evaluated. Table 4 and Table 5 show examples of correct and incorrect mappings respectively generated by BLOOMS+ from the three LOD ontologies to Proton. BLOOMS+ performed significantly better than all other solutions in our evaluation on both precision and recall for two LOD-Proton ontology pairs (p < 0.01 for χ 2 test in all cases). BLOOMS+ performed well because it utilizes 1) a rich knowledge sourcei.e. Wikipedia -to determine the similarity between the classes of two ontologies and 2) contextual information from both Wikipedia and the ontologies being aligned. Hence, these results support our first claim that BLOOMS+ can outperform the state-of-the-art on the task of aligning LOD ontologies.
Results and Discussion
Interestingly, no solution performed well on aligning Geonames with Proton. The only mapping found by BLOOMS+ (and the other solutions) is the class Country in Geonames is equivalent to the class Nation in Proton. The key reasons for the poor performance include: 1) Geonames has a small number of classes (and hence very limited contextual information) and 2) the names of the classes in Geonames are often vague and ambiguous (e.g. Code and Feature), which made it difficult to compute their similarity.
BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT performed significantly better than BLOOMS w.r.t the overall precision and recall (p < 0.01 for χ 2 test on both precision and recall). We attribute this improvement to the only difference between the two solutions. BLOOMS+- NO-CONTEXT uses a more sophisticated measure to compute the similarity between two classes. This measure considers the importance of common nodes between the BLOOMS+ trees of two classes, and avoids bias against large trees. This result supports our second claim that BLOOMS+ performs well because it considers the importance of common nodes and avoids bias against large trees when computing the similarity between two classes. BLOOMS+ performed significantly better than BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT w.r.t to the overall precision (p < 0.01 for χ 2 test). Although BLOOMS+ had lower overall recall, this difference was not statistically significant according to the χ 2 test. Moreover, BLOOMS+ had a higher overall f-measure score. We attribute this result to the only difference between these two solutions. BLOOMS+ uses contextual information, and BLOOMS+-NO-CONTEXT does not. Hence, this result supports our third claim that the use of contextual information can further improve performance -in particular precision and f-measure.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, the only other work which exploits contextual information for the purpose of ontology matching has been described in [14] . However, their approach is different from ours as they rely on background knowledge from online ontologies, whereas we rely on a noisy loose categorization of Wikipedia for performing the contextual match. Further, their process relies on identification of contextual relationship using the relationships encoded in the ontologies.
Research in the area of 'Ontology Matching' is very closely related to our body of work. In [15, 16] the authors present a survey in the area of ontology matching. 12 . The survey work also categorizes the techniques on the basis of external knowledge source utilized by ontology matching systems. While typically, systems utilize a structured source of information such as dictionaries or upper level ontologies, In our previous work in [3] we have presented an approach which exploits a generic and noisy categorization system such as Wikipedia in the context of ontology matching. Previously, Wikipedia categorization has been utilized for creating and restructuring taxonomies [17, 18] .
Another body of related work is identification and creation of links between LOD cloud data sets. In [19] ontology schema matching was used to improve instance coreference resolution. This helps in cleaning up the data and improving the quality of links at the instance level, but the issue of identifying appropriate relationships at the schema level has not been addressed. The voiD Framework [20] along with the SILK Framework [21] automate the process of link discovery between LOD datasets at the instance level. At the schema level, a notable effort for creating a unified reference point for LOD schemas is UMBEL [22] , which is a coherent framework for ontology development which can serve as a reference framework.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a solution -called BLOOMS+ -for performing ontology alignment. We evaluated BLOOMS+ using schema-level mappings from three LOD ontologies to Proton -created manually by human experts for a real world application called Fact-Forge -and showed that BLOOMS+ performed well on this task. We also applied state-of-the-art ontology alignment solutions (including our previously published work on BLOOMS) to the same task, and showed that BLOOMS+ significantly outperformed these solutions on both precision and recall. We also showed that our solution performed well because:
-BLOOMS+ uses a rich knowledge source -i.e. Wikipedia -to determine the similarity between the classes of two ontologies. -BLOOMS+ accounts for two critical factors when computing the similarity between two classes -1) the importance of common nodes between the BLOOMS+ trees of the two classes, and 2) bias against large trees. -BLOOMS+ uses contextual information from both Wikipedia and the ontologies being aligned to further support (or reject) an alignment.
To the best of our knowledge, BLOOMS+ is the only system which utilizes the contextual information present in the ontology and Wikipedia category hierarchy for the purpose of ontology matching. We plan to utilize BLOOMS+ for the purpose of LOD querying -as outlined in [2] -which requires significant tool support for LOD schema matching in order to scale and keep up with the growth of the LOD cloud. With BLOOMS+, we have made an important step towards solving this bottleneck, and we hope to tackle the problem of querying of LOD cloud next. Finally, we are investigating additional techniques to further improve BLOOMS+ such as incorporating additional contextual information and utilizing other knowledge sources in addition to Wikipedia.
